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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY  

COURT OF APPEALS 
2011-CA-000536 

john r. schmidt        APPELLANT 
v.  

Appeal from the Kenton County Circuit Court 

Action No. 08-CI-00499 
NEW YORK BANK MELLON     APPELLEE 
 

Appellant’s Motion for Reconsideration of  

ORDER that Appeal be DISMISSED  

Comes Appellant john, humbly pro se, before this honorable Court of 

Appeals, with CR 76.38(2) Motion and plea for Reconsideration, Justice, 

understanding, and mercy upon this victim of crimes.   

 

While blessed with extraordinary education, Appellant cannot profess the 

degree of competency in practice before this honorable Court as desired 

and must ask of this honorable Court to consider the value to the 

Commonwealth of Kentucky of making use of our evolving Civil Rules not 

to punish the incompetent but to guide the willing toward reasonable 

interpretation and understanding of one righteous search for Justice after 

10 years of insult to a loving, nurturing, professional servant to our larger 

community. 



Appellant further moves this honorable Court of Appeals to extend the 

verdict with further specification described by “fails to substantially comply 

with CR 76.12”, without which appellant’s incompetence is most widely 

exaggerated.  In the absence of such specification, at risk of further 

burdening this honorable Court; nevertheless intending to provide a 

framework that constructively enables appropriate focus on specific points 

of “fails to”, appellant must speculate tentatively, and humbly offer 

justification for prior result while anguished at the constraint that appellant 

cannot change what has been timely tendered.  Thereby, with reference to 

CR 76.12(4)(c): 

(i)  INTRODUCTION.  Perhaps the first sentence fails to meet the standard 

of “simple”.  On the other hand, the multi-faceted failures of civil protocol 

and diligence that characterize the insult to this victim demand immediate 

forewarning. 

(ii)  STATEMENT CONCERNING ORAL ARGUMENT. fails to comply? 

(iii) STATEMENT OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES.  What does this rule 

mean?   

Appellant shall provide a listing of authorities (in my case, mainly Kentucky 

Revised Statutes) that are applicable to events under consideration; and 

relate those authorities to the points in the Brief that make reference to 

them.   

 



 

Appellant considered the multitude of statutes and sometimes redundant 

references thereto in the Brief, and decided the reader would be best 

served by a reliable ordering of the list of statutes conforming to the 

canonical sequence.  Insofar as several cited statutes, in a sense, make 

somewhat overlapping jabs at marking uncivil behaviors within a common 

sector of activities, it is important to understand the wider principles of 

regulation applicable to uncivil behavior more than what is particularly cited 

in often awkward and limiting fashion.  

  

As an accomplished knowledge engineer, appellant sought the holistic 

presentation of a body of law, organized canonically, to best serve the 

reader seeking to understand its application to events of this case.   

Not every statute is related to the body of the Brief by one or more page 

references of occurrence.  But given the complexity of the case and page 

limitation on the Brief, not all holistically pertinent statutes could find 

elaboration within the body.  Moreover, each statute requires interpretation 

and translation to the particular circumstances of this case, and Appellant 

believes the reader is best served by closely juxtaposing the full context of 

the statute with the more minimal necessary citations to the story 

constructed within the body. 



(iv)  STATEMENT OF THE CASE.  Appellant strongly avers that this crime 

arose in a context that developed over time and among several parties.  

Thus, etiology drove presentation of the case and demanded the 

Background section which was intended to inform the nature of the Section 

1. 5/3 Bank Fraud.  

 

Admittedly, section numbering could  be improved over the pages from 11 

to 16, reflecting  the challenge defining the largest fraud embedded in the 

globally corrupt securitization process, about which most was not learned 

until after the Circuit Court Orders, having been denied respectful 

discovery.  The anguish of victim denied due process compounded the 

frustration attempting to simultaneously defend and prosecute a crime of 

more dimensions than i was allowed to discover. 

  

Since the Master Commissioner made several errors and was the focus of 

the misjudgment  for which Appellant seeks remedy, it was important to 

spotlight matters omitted or glossed over, accounting for the section on 

Case History and Section 5, which could have been better integrated. 

 

Since Judge Bartlett was most concerned about the matter of ratification, 

and provided reference to the Minnesota case, Appellant endeavored to 

present this in the cleanest way possible. 



 

Not a lawyer; i remain hopeful that when a citizen is not so fortunate to be 

well-served by a practitioner, that Justice is still possible if more awkwardly 

sought.  Since i am a knowledge engineer, computer / network / 

communications engineer, religion-major, medically-educated with holistic, 

boundless passion to improve our world, i am deeply grateful for this 

experience, and  guidance by this honorable Court, and wish to contribute 

as much as i must be helped in this pursuit of righteous justice.  I am glad 

to add philosopher to the boundless list, per Socrates:  “By all means 

marry.  If you get a good wife you'll become happy.  If you get a bad one 

you'll become a philosopher.” 

 

How did i miss  the deadline to load 10 bound volumes of 2500 pages on 

the FedEx truck?  Countless many contributing elements, not, i thought 

germane to respected Justices of the Court of Appeals.  But if i may,   

there was certainly no neglect!!  It is obvious that i quite simply bit off more 

than i could chew.  Condemn me for trying?  Please trust my integrity, my 

honesty, my capability, and my sincerity in our common pursuit of Justice. 

 

People you know probably have had hip replacement(s).  While rushing 

that truck i suspected i might require that treatment.  So devastating was 

the pain compounded by sleepless exhaustion, i did not run back and forth 



enough, from the office desk for mailing/burning to the over-subscribed, 

uncharacteristically dysfunctional copier operator. 

 

Apparently sequel to poliomyelitis (struck 1951 October), the disabling 

painful hip persisted through most of 2011; the pain was so severe after 

mowing the Cincinnati hillside home where i have resided more than 

anywhere but is now rented, that i begged for any type of stick that was 

satisfied by the renter’s 3-wood to hobble to the van just 20’ away.  Finally 

after much research, largely proprioceptive analysis, and experimentation, 

i used the carpenter’s 1” “baby sander” to reshape the sole of my built up 

shoe to dramatically over-reverse a prior desired improvement of my gait; 

and lo, i am ready for 9-holes or mowing --as is more the demand this 

spring! 

 

This crime resulted in abandonment by my immediate family.   

My Dad died early, in 1982.  My “main man” in life is Uncle Tom, Dr. Lutes, 

retired dentist, builder, mechanic, and boatman.  At 90 he is in the class of 

John Glen and Betty White.  In 2009 October, he “blacked out”; to be mis-

diagnosed in 4-day hospitalization, and subsequently mis-served by 

“modern medicine”.  Not that healthCare is problematic in today’s political 

discourse.  My pursuit of justice for him required diligent, tedious research 

to substantiate the heuristics that were frustrated by the same kind of 








